Abstract-We study the problem of how to stream layered video (Live and stored) over a lossy packet network in order to optimize the video quality that is rendered at the receiver. We present a unified framework that combines scheduling, FEC error protection, and decoder error concealment. In the context of the unified framework, we study both the caSe of a channel with perfect state information and the case of a channel with imperfect state information (delayed or lost feedback). We adapt the theory of infinitehorizon. average-reward Markov decision processes (MDPs) with average-cost constraints to the problem. Based on simulations with MPEG-4 FGS video, we show that (1) optimizing together scheduling, FEC error correction and error concealment improves performance significantly and (2) policies with static error protection give near-optimal performance. We also find that degradations in quality for a channel with imperfect state inforniation are small; thus our MDP approach i s suitable for networks with long end-twnd delays.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of how to stream layered video (live and stored) over a lossy packet network in order to optimize the video quality that is rendered at the receiver. We present a unified end-to-end framework that combines scheduling, FEC error protection, and decoder error concealment. In the context of the unified framework, we study both the case of a channel with perfect state information and the case of a channel with imperfect state information (delayed or lost feedback).
In many packet network environments, including the Internet, the bandwidth available to a streaming application is not known a priori and varies throughout the streaming application. For such network environments, layered+ncoded video is appropriate [1]-[5j. The video is encoded into a Base Layer (BL) and a number of enhancement layers (ELs). The decoded BL provides minimal rendered quality; additional decoded ELs progressively enhance the rendered quality.
The sender should schedule the transmission of media packets in order to maximize the rendered video quality. The sender may choose not to transmit some media packets.
thereby not sending some layers in some frames (this is also called quality adaptation [4j).
Scheduling can be combined with ermr correction in order to mitigate the effects of packet loss on the rendered video.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of error correction for streaming media: retransmission of lost packets that arrive at the receiver before their decoding deadlines; and the transmission of redundant forward error correction (FEC) [SI. They provide channel error correction with less delay than selective retransmission, but at the cost of an increase in the required transmission rate. They are also often used in situations where a feedback channel is not available. such as in multicast applications [9] .
At the receiver, some of the media packets are available on time, that is. before their decoding deadlines. Other packets are not available, either because they were transmitted and lost, or simply because the sender never scheduled them for transmission. At the time of rendering to the user, the decoder typically applies several methods of error concealinent (EC)
to best conceal the missing packets. EC consists in exploiting the spatial and temporal correlations of audio or video to interpolate missing packets from the surrounding available packets 161 . For video, a simple and popular method for temporal error concealment is to display, instead of the missing macro block from the current frame, the macro block at the same spatial location but from the previous frame. Packet scheduling, errnr correction and error concealment are fundamental components in an end-to-end video streaming system. Figure 1 illustrates their respective functions. At the sender. the scheduler determines the layers that should be sent to the receiver for each frame of the video. The error protection component determines the amount of FEC packets to send with each layer. At the receiver, before rendering the media, the decoder performs error concealment from the available layers. Traditionally, scheduling and error correction transmission policies are optimized without taking into account the presence of error concealment at the receiver 1101-[12I.
In this paper, we argue that the scheduling, error protection and decoder error concealment should be optimized in a unified, end-to-end manner. In particular, when designing a @7803-8355-9/04620.00 02004 BEE. scheduling and error correction transmission policy. not only should we account for the layered suucture of the media, the channel characteristics. and the effects of missing packets on distortion, but we should also explicitly account for error concealment at the receiver. This paper makes several contributions. We present a new unified optimization framework which combines scheduling, FEC, and error concealment. In the context of the unified framework. we study both the case of a channel with perfect state information and the case of a channel with imperfect state information (delayed or lost feedback). We adapt the theory of infinite-horizon, average-reward Markov decision processes (MDPs) with averagexost constraints to the problem. Based on simulations with MPEG-4 FGS video. we show that ( I ) optimizing together scheduling, FEC error correction and error concealment improves performance significantly and (2) policies with static error protection give near-optimal performance. We also find that degradations in quality for a channel with imperfect state information are small; thus our MDP approach is suitable for networks with long end-twnd delays.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following subsection we discuss the related work. In Section ?_ we formulate our optimization problem. Section 3 gives the experimental setup of our simulations with M P E G 4 FGS videos. In Section 4 we show how our optimization problem can be solved by using results from MDPs. In Section 5 we investigate how to incorporate additional quality metrics in our framework. Section 6 presents the case when the receiver state information can be lost or delayed. We conclude in Section 7.
A. Relared Work
This paper builds on previous work [I31 in which we considered joint scheduling and error concealment for ideal lossy channels with immediate feedback and without error correction. This paper significantly extends that work by incorporating error correction through FEC into the scheduling optimization problem and allowing for channels with delayed feedback. .This makes our unified framework suitable for transmission over the current best-effon Internet.
In [lo] , [14] . Chou and Miao consider scheduling packetized media over a packet erasure channel in order to minimize an addtive combination of distortion and average rate.
However, decoder error concealment is not a central part of their framework. Also, Chou and Miao develop a heuristic algorithm for finding a sub-optimal scheduling policy, whose performance may be significantly below the uuly optimal scheduling policy. Our constrained MDP approach provides a tractable means for determining the truly optimal policy. (However, the framework of Chou and Miao allows for retransmissions, whereas our framework allows for forward error correction.) Finally. the framework provided in this paper can handle quality variability metrics in addition to average distortion metrics.
Streaming layered-video with unequal error protection (UEP) through F!X has been presented in [Z] , [51, [151, [I@. None of these approaches consider decoder error concealment in the optimization process. Previous works that considered decoder error concealment for optimal streaming include [17] , [IS]. Frossard and Verscheure [I71 study optimal FEC allocation for non-layered video; they consider the problem of minimizing the PDM (Perceptual Distortion Metric), which can be simply expressed as a function of the video source rate and a constant that depends on the error concealment scheme. The approach from B a n g et al.
[IS] relies on a simple linear estimate for the expected distortion of GoPs after decoding, that can account for decoder error concealment.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we consider video streaming, live or stored.
When streaming layered-encoded video, the reception of the base layer provides minimum acceptable quality. So, the base layer should be transmitted with high reliability. This can be achieved by sufficient playback buffering at the client to allow for the retransmission of most lost video packets before their decoding deadline expire [19] , or by protecting the base layer with a high amount of FEC codes. Additionally. transmitting the base layer with high reliability permits the use of highly bit-rate efficient -despite poorly error resilient -encoding methods such as motionxompensation. In this paper. we suppose that the base layer is transmitted to the client without loss. and we focus on determining optimal policies for the transmission of the enhancement layers.
The video at the sender is encoded into L enhancement layers, Recall that the main property of layeredxncoded video C-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 07.004 LEE.
is that layer 1 of a given frame can not he decoded unless all lower layers 1, . . . ,1-1 are also available at the decoder. Let N he the number of frames in the video.
We suppose that the L enhancement layers are not motioncompensated, i.e., the decoding of layer 1 of frame n does not depend on the decoding of previous frames. As we explain in the next section, this assumption corresponds particularly to the case of the FGS-& defined in the M P E G 4 standard [2O] . However, our unified framework stays valid for any highly error resilient layering scheme which does not encode the enhancement layers with motionxompensation. For simplicity of the analysis, we suppose that all enhancement layers have the same size. Each layer contains exactly S source packets.
We suppose that the additional quality brought by a given layer is roughly constant for all frames of the video (i.e., layer 1 of frame n hrings roughly the same amount of quality to frame n as layer l of frame n + rn to frame n + m.). More generally, for long videos containing multiple scenes with different visual characteristics. the quality brought by a layer is likely to vary significantly for different parts of the video [21]. In this case, we suppose that the video has been previously segmented into homogeneous segments of video frames, such that the quality brought by each layer is roughly constant throughout the segment. Therefore, in this study, we consider a single homogeneous segment containing N frames. In the case of longer videos, we would apply our optimization framework to each separate segment.
Throughout this paper. we suppose that the transmission channel is a packet-erasure channel. The channel has a prohability of success of q.
At the decoder. we suppose that. in order to conceal loss of packets for frame number n, only information from previous frame n -1 is used. However, information from frame 1% -1 does not necessarily fully conceal loss of packets from frame n. Note that, in practice, information from a set of consecutive previous frames, and even from subsequent frames, can also he used to perform error concealment for the current frame at the decoder. This has the potential to increase the accuracy in predicting any missing packet, hut at the cost of an increase in run-time complexity of the decoder [61. The theory presented here can he extended to handle these more sophisticated forms of error concealment; however, in order to see the forest through the trees, throughout we focus on using only the previous frame in error concealment, For a given scheduling and error correction transmission policy U . let ra.te,,,(u) denote the average transmission rate for the video. It is defined as the average number of packets sent for a frame, normalized by the total number of source packets for all frames of the video sequence (i.e., L x 5'). Let distaog(u) denote the average distortion of the rendered video after error concealment. A typical problem formulation of rate4istortion optimized streaming is the following [5] , [IO] :
where a is the maximum (normalized) transmission rate that is allowed by the network connection, or alternatively, the rate budget that is allocated to the streaming. We denote by dist;,,, the minimum &stortion achieved by an optimal policy for Problem 1.
It may he misleading to solely use average image distortion, usually expressed in terms of average MSE (Mean Squared Error), to account for the quality of the rendered video. First, the average image distortion does not measure temporal artifacts, such as mosquito noise (moving artifacts around edges) or drifts (moving propagation of prediction errors after transmission). Second, high variations in quality between successive images may decrease the overall perceptual quality of the video. Therefore, the formulation of our problem should incorporate additional quality constraints. In this paper, we treat as an example the case of variations in quality between consecutive images. For a given transmission policy U , let uaraOg(u) denote the average variation in distortion between two consecutive images. We can now formulate the following problem:
Probleni 2: Find an optimal transmission policy U that
where y is the maximum average variation in distortion that is allowed. (Its value can be found from subjective tests.) Let A,, denote the joint scheduling and error correction action that the sender takes for frame n. This is defined as the'total number of packets (source + FEC packets) to send for all layers of frame n: A , = a = (al at E {O, S, S + 1,. . . ,2S -1) is the total number of packets to send for layer 1. (We restrict the number of FEC packets for each layer to he less than the number of source packets, i.e.. al < 2s). Note that the decision al = 0 means that the sender does not send layer 1 at all. In particular, this should imply that 01+1 = . . . = a~ = 0, since higher layers 1+ 1 never he decoded if the sender does not send layer 1. Because of this hierarchy. our system should also give more protection to lower layers than to higher layers (UEP). Therefore. we should have a 1 2 a2 2 . . . 2 a&. Let A denote the set of all possible decisions ( a l , . . . ~ U L ) for any frame.
. . , L } denote the state at the receiver for previous frame n -1. i.e., the number of successive layers which are available at the decoder for frame n -1. Let D, denote the distortion of frame n after decoding.
Note that our system does not allow for retransmission of lost enhancement layer packets. This is a reasonable assumption for live streaming. It is also reasonable for stored video systems with short playback delays and high VCR-like interactivity.
We denote by dt, the distortion of a frame containing FGS enhancement layer can be truncated anywhere before transmission. giving the fine-gained property. We suppose that the FGS enhancement layer has been divided into L layers for the current video segment (the appropriate value of L can be determined by a coarse-gained network-adaptive algorithm, such as in [I] , [221). There is no motion compensation in the MPEG-4 FGS enhancement layer, which makes it highly resilient to transmission errors. Also. the MPEG group [23J advocates transmitting the base layer with very high reliability. Therefore. our unified framework is particularly well suited to the transmission of MPEG-4 FGS encoded video over the best-effort Internet. We apply our framework to the L enhancement layers extracted tiom the FGS enhancement layer,
In our experiments, we choose the simplest strategy €or temporal error concealment, which consists in replacing the missing layers in the current frame by the corresponding layers in the previous frame. During our experiments. we have noticed that this strategy performs well for low motion video segments but poorly for segments with high motion. q d e o segments with a high amount of motion, such as Coastguard or Foreman, would require an error concealment strategy which also compensates for motion. For example, [241 presents a scheme for errorioncealment in the FGS enhancement layer, which uses. along with the layers from the previous frame, the motion information contained in the base layer of the current frame number n PSNR of frames 100 lo 150 of Miyo (low quality) after EC. for frame. Since we suppose that the base layer is transmitted without loss, such a strategy would he easily applicable to our system.
We present experiments with the low motion-segment Akiyo. We used the Microsoft MPEG-4 software encoder/decoder [25] with FGS functionality. We encode the video using two target qualities (low and high qualities), which can be used for different network capacities. Both low and high quality videos are encoded into a VBR-BL, with average bitrate of 36 kbps and 47 kbps. respectively, and a FGS-EL with average bitrate of 900 kbps and 3 Mbps, respectively.
For each video, we cut the FGS-EL into 3 layers of equal size ( L = 3). The video segment is encoded into the CIF format (352 x 288 pixels)? at a frame rate of 30 frames/sec. It contains N = 300 frames. Figure 2 shows, for a given frame n of the video. the quality in PSNR after error concealment when S, = y layers have been received for the previous frame n -1 and = 3 layers have been received for the current frame n. According to our simple temporal error concealment scheme, when more layers have been received for frame 7~ -1 than for frame n, i.e. y > 3, the decoder uses the additional y -z enhancement layers from frame n -1 for decoding frame n. We verify on the figure that, when no layers have been received for frame n, i.e. i = 0, the PSNR of frame n, after error concealment increases with the number of received layers for frame n -1, y. This shows that temporal error concealment is effective in increasing the quality of the rendered video. The increase in quality can be substantial. For example, for frame 1201 simple error concealment from the first enhancement layer of the previous frame can improve the quality of the current frame by almost 2 dB (when z = 0, the PSNR of frame 120 goes from 33.2 dB when y = 0 to 35 d B when y = 1). Note that the upper graph on Figure 2 shows the maximum quality for a given frame n, which corresponds to the case when all the layers of frame n have been received ( z = 3).
07803-8355-9/04/%20.00 @2W IEEE. Figure 3 shows a zoomed-in part of decoded frame 140 after in distortion brought by error concealment. As shown in (I) , error concealment when no EL was received for frame 140 nor this does not occur for the high quality version of the video.
for frame 139 (left), no EL was received for frame 140 but all 3 layers of previous frame 139 were received (middle).
IV. OPTIMIZATION WITH PERFECT STATE INFORMATION
and when all 3 layers of frame 140 were received (right). As we can see, the overall quality of frame 140 is This means that replacing all available layers from the current frame by the corresponding layers from the previous frame achieves a lower distortion (better quality) than using the first layer of the current frame and the subsequent layers of the previous frame. This is due to our simple temporal EC strategy. Since we did not implement any motion Compensation for EC. the replacement of layers of the current frame by layers of the previous frame create some visual impairments. These impairments are usually minor for lowmotion video segments. However. for some frames that are significantly different from the previous frames, the resulting increase in distortion can be slightly higher than the decrease -video systems with short playback delays and high VCR-like interactivity.
As Step 2. Determine an optimal policy U * as follows:
S . L
for z E X * , U:, = + at* -. a (10) for i # X ' , U:, = 1 for some arbitrary a E A.
{ From these definitions. and given that E [ r ( X , , A , ) ] = -E [D,] . Problem 1 can be rewritten as finding an optimal policy U* which maximizes the long-run average reward: which falls into the general theory of constrained MDPs.
For a given layer, we denote by q ( a ) the probability that the layer is successfully transmitted to the receiver, when a E {O, S: . . . ,2S -l} is the total number of packets that have been scnt for this layer. q ( a ) is computed as the probability to transmit successfully at least S packets out of the a packets sent for the layer. Assuming that the transmission channel is a packet erasure channel with success probability q. we have:
The reward can be expressed as:
(because we took the convention that d i~ = dr. = 0).
For a randomized stationary policy U , let uta = P,(A, = alX, = i). We denote by Piaj = P(A',+i = jjS, = i?A,,, = a) for the law of motion of the MDP. It is given by: .9("L) otherwise.
This MDP is clearly a unichain MDP [26], [291. It therefore follows that the optimal policy for the constrained MDP is a randomized stationary policy. Furthermore, randomization occurs in at most one state [29] . An optimal stationary policy U* may be obtained from the following procedure:
Step 1. Find 
E. Sirnulalions tains 4 packets (S = 4).
Throughout this section we suppose that each layer con-
) Comparison berween EC-aware and EC-fmaware opri-N l d policies:
We compare the scheduling and error protection optimization with accounting for error concealment. to the optimization without accounting for error concealment:
EC-unaware transmission: The sender determines and employs the optimal transmission policy, which is obtained with out^ accounting for error concealment at the receiver. The receiver nevertheless applies error concealment before rendering the video.
.
EC-aware transmision:
The sender determines and employs the optimal transmission policy, which accounts for error concealment. The receiver applies error concealment before rendering the video. It is important to note that both schemes employ error concealment at the decoder. so that when comparing the rendered video quality of the two schemes, we are indeed making a fair comparison.
Let qual;,? denote the maximum quality of the video, i.e., the quality given by the optimal transmission policy. rate a. for EC-unaware and EC-aware optimal transmission policies. We used the low quality version of Akiyo. We consider channel success rates of q = 0.9 and q = O.& which correspond to typical values in today's Internet (packet loss rate is usually between 5% and 20%).
We see on both figures that the maximum quality achieved by EC-aware optimal policies is significantly higher than for EC-unaware optimal policies (for both values of q. the difference in quality is up to 1.5 dB). This confirms the need to account for decoder error concealment during joint scheduling and error protection optimization. Simulations with the high quality version of A l i y l which are not shown here due to space limitations, also give differences in quality that exceed 1 dB. Note that for high values of ci both schemes achieve the same performance. This corresponds to the extreme case when the average bandwidth of the connection is much higher than the source bitrate of the video ( a >> 1). In this situation, both EC-aware and EC-unaware optimal policies transmit all layers with additional FEC packets. Throughout the rest of this study. we only consider ECaware transmission policies.
) Comparison beween dynamic and static FEC:
We also investigate solutions of Problem 1 for the particular case when the amount of FEC codes added to each layer is constant throughout the video sequence. For this case, let 0 5 f~ 5 S -1 denote the number of FEC packets added to layer 1 for all frames of the current video sequence. The transmission decision to take for frame n. is still expressed as A, = ( G I , . .. , a~) , but now with (LI E (0, S+ fl}. We denote the corresponding transmission policies by static redundancy policies (in contrast to dynamic redundancy policies in the general case). Optimal static redundancy policies can be found by solving LP (9) , with the new set of possible actions c A, for all possible sets ( f l , . ... f L ) (brute-force algorithm). Figure 5 shows the maximum average quality qual&g for the low and high quality versions of Akivo, as a function of a, for a transmission channel with q = 0.9. We first compare optimal general policies with optimal static redundancy policies. We can see that, for both quality versions of the video, the maximum quality for the optimal general policy and for the optimal static redundancy policy is almost the same for all a. (We noticed that both optimal policies are indeed identical for most values of a.) This indicates that we can restrict our optimization problem to static redundancy policies.
Simulations for other values of q. which are not shown here due to space constraints, lead to the same conclusion.
We compare optimal general and static redundancy policies with FEC to optimal policies without FEC. We see that the gain in quality achieved with FEC can be substantial. When q = 0.9, for both versions of the video, the difference in quality achieved by the optimal policy with FEC and without FEC is more than 1 dB for all values of a 2 0.6. Note that when a 2 1, the maximum quality achieved by the optimal policy without FEC stays constant, while the quality achieved with FEC still increases with a. When a 2 1_ the channel can accommodate the transmission of all video source packets plus some additional packets. So-the optimal policy without FEC can only send all source packets, whereas the optimal policy with FEC can send additional FEC packets, which enhances the quality of the rendered video.
3) Performance of infinite-horizon optimization:
We study the performance of our EC-aware optimal transmission policies, obtained by our optimization framework over an infinitehorizon, in the practical case when the number of frames of the video sequence. N , is finite. We used the average distortion matrix [dijllOw given in (2) for all N frames of the video. We show simulations for a target transmission rate of a = 0.5, over a channel with success rate p = 0.9. We averaged our results over 100 channel realizations. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) plot the achieved average quality and average transmission rate, respectively, as a function of the number of frames of the video (up to 3000 frames). We plot confidence intervals that represent 95% of the channel runs. As we can see on both figures, as the number of frames increases. the achieved transmission rate and quality averaged over all channel realizations converge towards the target rate a and the maximum quality qual&, respectively. For a 50 frame segment, the convergence errors are only of 0.03 dB for the quality and 2% for the transmission rate. However. the confidence intervals can be large for segments with a low number of frames: for a 50 frame segment. the transmission rate achieved for a given channel realization can be up to 8% higher than a. and the quality up to 0.35 d B lower than the target quality. For a 500 frame segment. this errors come down to 3% and 0.1 dB, respectively.
Since, in common videos, most homogeneous segments are composed of tens to thousands of frames (homogeneous segments usually correspond to video scenes [ZII), we expect that our optimization framework over an infinite-horizon will achieve a good operational performance in most cases. For video segments composed of a few frames only, it may be more appropriate to use finite horizon linear programming in order to find optimal policies for each separate frame, as mentioned at the beginning of Section IV.
V. ADDITIONAL QUALITY CONSTRAIN1
In Problem 2. we added a new quality constraint to our optimization framework. Specifically, besides minimizing the average distortion. distaVg, the optimal transmission policy should also maintain an average variation in distortion between consecutive images-uaTevg. below a maximum sustainable value y. As in Problem 1. we consider that the video has infinite length. For a given mansmission policy ff, uaraYg(u)
is the long-run average defined by:
As for Problem 1, we analyze Prohlem 2 with a Markov Decision Process over an infinite-horizon. We suppose that the sender can observe the state of the receiver as in Section IV. The expected average distortion of a given frame 71 depends only on action A, and on the state for the previous frame R -1, i.e., S,. However, the expected average variation in distortion for frame n, depends also on the value of the state for frame 71 -2, i.e.-S,-l. Indeed, from (11). we have [ID, , where D,-I is the distortion for frame n -1, which depends on the number of layers that have been received for frames n -1 and n -2, i.e, X, and X,-l respectively.
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We consider the MDP {Sn-l, X,, A,,n = 0 , . . .}, where 37 define {X-l,X,} the reward and (An} and cost are the functions, state and when action the processes. receiver is We in slate (X,>-l = i, X, = j) and action A , = a is taken, as:
From these definitions, Problem 2 can be rewritten as finding an optimal policy 8 which maximizes the long-run average reward: Figure 7 shows the optimal quality achieved as a function of a, for different values of the maximum variation in distortion y. We consider optimal EC-aware transmission policies without FEC, with S = 1, over a channel with y = 0.8. As we can see, the constraint on the variation in distortion comes with a penalty in average quality, for y 6 0.2. For higher values of y, the quality is the same as without the constraint on the variation in distortion because we have reached the variation in distortion of the optimal transmission policies for Problem 1.
VI. OPTIMIZATION WITH IMPERFECT STATE INFORMATION
In this section we suppose that the sender cannot, in general, observe X, when choosing the action A,. In this case MDP { & : A , } is a Partially-Observable MDP iWMDP), i.e., a MDP with imperfect state information. POMDPs are notoriously difficult, but our POMDP is tractable due to its special structure.
We can suppose that the sender observes the state of a previous frame R. -T, for which it has received a feedback, i.e., we suppose that the sender can observe S,-,,+1 when choosing the action A, (T,, 2 1) . This corresponds to a RTT of less than T~ frame time for transmission of frame n -T,.
(b) high quality (immediate feedback) and imperfect state information (delayed feedback). with and without FEC. We see tha. for y = 0.9 and q = 0.8, the difference in quality for the optimal policies with EEC is very small (always less than 0.2 dB). This quality difference won't be, in general, perceived by the user. Without EEC, the difference in quality between both channel models is larger; it is around 0.5 dB for most values of a. Indeed, adding FEC increases the effective packet transmission success rate, which? in turn. increases the knowledge of the sender about the actual receiver state.
These results indicate that our framework for joint scheduling and error control optimization can achieve very good performance, even in the case when the receiver state can not be fully observed when making new decisions. This corresponds to the usual situation of video streaming over the best-effort Internet. where the feedback channel is unreliable and the connection has an average R I T which is higher than the video frame rate.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a unified optimization framework that combines packet scheduling, error control and decoder error concealment. We used results on constrained Markov Decision Processes over an infinite-horizon, to compute optimal transmission policies based on Linear Programming, and for a wide range of quality metrics. We have evaluated the performance of our optimization framework in the context of sueaming M P E G 4 FGS videos.
We first considered a packet-erasure channel with perfecl receiver state information. We showed the potential quality gains brought by EC-aware transmission optimization. over EC-unaware optimization. Considering EC-aware transmission. we showed that our optimization problem could be limited to static redundancy transmission policies.
In the general case when the receiver state information is not always available at the sender, we showed that our methodology can still achieve good performance.
Future directions of this work include providing the transmitter with the possibility of retransmitting some lost video packets. by considering the expected gains in quality after error concealment. Also, our unified framework appears to be well suited to layered-encoded audio. It would be interesting to investigate the performance of our scheme for streaming audio applications. 
